
# Agency Date
Page, Reference, 

Figure or Category
Comment Response (by sponsor)

e.g. Planning 1-Oct

Figure 1 - Community 
improvements: 
neighborhood 
Infrastructure

An entire neighborhood park should be delivered for first 1,000 units, as per Design Standards & Guidelines 2.24 Noted

1 Planning 8-Feb
General, historic 
preservation and 
interpretation

Historic site interpretation and salvage programs will be required as Mitigation Measures. Please 
consider these programs in the design and programming of the open space. 

Provide options for relocation of historic Gate House on the site.

Consider how historic waterfront can be incorporated as an open space design element.

An engaging and creatively implemented interpretative plan should be integrated into the open space 
design as much as possible.

Noted. Interpretive elements included in D4D. Final 
interpretive program will be part of a future design phase. 
Existing salvageable material/artefacts of interest are being 
assessed.

2 Planning 8-Feb
General, Craig Alley 
access

Please share design of pedestrian access between Craig Alley and the waterfront.
Pedestrian access will be provided through a straight-forward 
pedestrian paseo with possible connections to residential 
entries at Block 4. Concept design now shown in plans. 

3 Planning 8-Feb
General, Unit 3 
entry plaza

Please share design concepts for Unit 3 front entry plaza fronting Delaware.
Unit 3 welcome/entry plaza will be a paved plaza coordinated 
with future design of Unit 3. More detailed designs will be part 
of future design phase.

5
Planning & 

RPD
8-Feb

General, off-leash 
dog run

We highly recommend incorporating a designated off-leash dog play area. While we appreciate your 
desire to welcome dogs to all open spaces in the neighborhood, it is our experience that dog owners are 
more respectful of open spaces when a designated space for dogs exists.  

No offleash areais currenlty designated.

6 RPD 8-Feb General, materials
In order to make the open space feel open and public: materials and furnishings used should not be 
directly tied to the buildings; gating or other design barriers should not be used to create what feels like 
private-use spaces oriented towards buildings.

Noted. Open spaces will be open and accessible to the public. 
Goal of open space is for all areas to feel public and open. 
Materials and furnishing will be designed to feel public.  
Detailed paving and furnishing selection/design will be part of 
a future design phase.

7 RPD 8-Feb
General, 
programming

The primary functionality of most of the open spaces should be independent of adjacent uses. To that 
end, we are attaching the exhibit we worked out for the Sunnydale DA regarding public access 
regulations for non-RPD/privately-owned parks.  The DA is the opportunity for the city to ensure the 
privately-owned open spaces are truly publicly accessible.  We can provide the word version of this DA 
exhibit to be tailored to the specifics of the PPS parks.

Noted. Open spaces will mostly function independently of 
adjacent private uses.

8 RPD 8-Feb
General, Signage & 
Wayfinding

Happy to hear you are creating visual continuity with the Pier 70 waterfront trail through materials.  
We’d like to encourage the designer to work with the larger city family (Port, OCII, RPD, OEWD) to 
consider consistent wayfinding and other signage to assist park users along the eastern waterfront from 
Mission Bay through India Basin, HPSY, and Candlestick. Noted
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9
RPD & 

Planning
8-Feb

General, 
Reservations & 
Permits

RPD should have a leading role in permitting of reservable spaces (the sports fields, picnic/DIY wedding 
area, etc.) to ensure general public access to these necessary public amenities and provide a coherent 
facility reservation system for residents and visitors. Noted. Project is open to idea of RPD role but needs better 

understanding of how current reservation system works and 
what restrictions it would apply to use.

10 RPD 8-Feb General, amenities
We recommend providing access to electric outlets in reservable spaces (like the picnic area) to facilitate 
events.  

recommendation noted. Design Controls will note which open 
space areas should include power sources. 

11 RPD 8-Feb
General, Roof Top 
Open Spaces

Pleased to hear roof top open spaces will be open to the public. 

Unit 3 roof top and roof top soccer field will be open to the 
public. Other rooftop spaces may not be open to the public.

12 Planning 8-Feb
General, 
sustainability

Please describe plans for sustainable design in open spaces, maximizing stormwater infiltration, drought 
tolerant planting, etc. Standards for planting and stormwater included in Open space 

chapter in Design Controls. Drought-tolerant and native 
planting will be standard.  

13 Planning 8-Feb
PDF Page 2, Open 
Space 
Context/Network

In the D4D vision, include a more readable version of this diagram to summarize what open space 
program PPS is providing that is not being met elsewhere in the 5 and 10 minute walking radius.

Diagram was difficult to read and is not included in D4D. The 
main take-away is that there is not active recreation uses close-
by or planned in nearby projects. This project will help fill that 
gap in open space program.

14 Planning 8-Feb
PDR page 4, 
Connectivity

Use standard terminology for bike infrastructure (assume "shared bike lane" = sharrow?). Show bike 
facilities on Delaware, Humboldt and Georgia. Noted.

15 Planning 8-Feb
PDF Page 6, 
Outreach Feedback

In designs, also be sure to consider demographic groups that are often overlooked in open space 
planning, such as teens/tweens. Noted

16
Planning & 

RPD
8-Feb

PDF Page 8, Open 
Space Plan

RPD pleased to see a full size soccer field on top of the parking structure. Develop plan for access. 
Where? Hours? Accessibility? Wayfinding? Etc.

Soccer field is U-10. It will be accessible to the public with clear 
elevator access route from street level.

17 Planning 8-Feb
PDF Page 11, 
Conceptual Plan 
Overview

There seems to a generous amount of waterfront cafe/restaurant seating, and it is shown on both land 
and water sides of the Bay Trail. Need to ensure that all this seating is not just proprietary to patrons of 
these establishments and that plenty is open to the non-paying general public at all times. And what 
happens with the space when the restaurant/cafe is closed? Is it just barren space?

Café/restaurant seating will be limited to the land side of the 
Bay Trail. There will be ample seating open to the not-paying 
public at all times. Seating areas that have café/restaurant 
uses will also include fixed elements that can be used by the 
public and will make spaces interesting and not barren.



18 Planning 8-Feb

PDF page 13, 
Waterfront Park 
Overview 3D, 
Recreational Pier

Need to discuss pros and cons of different locations for the recreational pier. As currently proposed, the 
location is neither here nor there and it's too internalized to the site rather than tied in to the broader 
neighborhood framework/circulation. If there is any chance that this pier would be used for water taxis in 
the future, the current proposed location is not ideal. We believe the pier should terminate/align with the 
end of one of the streets, either Humboldt or 23rd. Particularly if there is any chance of future water 
transport, Humboldt seems like a generally more central and accessible location to both the density at 
PPS as well as P70, and aligns with the primary street spine of the site. If future water transport is not a 
factor/unlikely, aligning with 23rd St would provide a nice destination for that street and draw people to 
the end, a nice counterpoint to the stack and a hinge between the site and the somewhat isolated Port 
bulb to the south. Also, aligning the pier with a street gives it more visibility and makes it seem more like 
its part of the broader public realm of the Central Waterfront generally and less like a hidden amenity 
associated with this development. We acknowledge that there are physical constraints and opportunities 
that are being considered for the proposed location, but have other alternatives been studied?

Several locations for the proposed dock were explored during 
the feasibility study.  The proposed recreational dock has been 
carefully located considering bathymetry and sediment 
transport of the Bay in front of the site and coordinated with 
PG&E Offshore remediation project.  It is intended to be used 
by recreational boats smaller than 50' in length.

19 Planning 8-Feb
PDF page 13, 
Waterfront Park, 
kayak launch

Consider including a kayak launch somewhere on the waterfront (23rd Street?).

Project team determined a recreational dock would be a better 
public amenity for our site since there is a kayack facilty very 
near by. In addition, Due to wave action, this section of 
shoreline is alsonot a safe/protected location for small craft to 
lauch and dock.

20 Planning 8-Feb

PDF page 13, 
Waterfront Park, 
BBQ's & Picnic 
tables

Is there an opportunity to provide informal space along the waterfront for BBQ pits and picnic tables? 
Would the Point be the place for this? This is an important amenity to have.

The point has these amenities.

21 Planning 8-Feb
PDF page 17, 
Waterfront Park, 
Stack Plaza & Unit 3

Some portion of the open space should be more industrial and focus more specifically on historic site 
interpretation. The waterfront park is most likely the best candidate for this as it features the Stack and 
potentially Unit 3. Consider less planting in this area and more industrial aesthetic. 

The waterfront park around the Stack and Unit 3 (if retained) should focus on the salvage of power and 
electrical equipment and an artistic interpretation of these industrial objects to convey the site's history 
as part of the site's interpretative program. Consider a location for the Gate House within this park. 

As much as possible, connection between the Stack and Unit 3 should be maintained, this should be done 
by a plaza that integrates with the Unit 3 development, rather than planted area that creates separation, 
and by maintaining infrastructure that connects the two. 

In the case that a hotel use is not feasible in Unit 3, consider the possibility of retaining a portion or 
portions of Unit 3 as a salvaged object in the landscape that helps interpret the stack and the site's power 
generation history. The Steel Stacks precedent from Bethlehem, PA is a good one for this approach. 

Design for this area will consider ways to increase physical 
access the area around the stack. More paved space was 
added to the area around the stack and clear path around the 
stack was added, but planted areas have been retained in the 
concept design shown.  Infrastructure that connects Unit 3 and 
the Stack will be maintained if Unit 3 is retained. The stack 
would be best served by a clean backdrop/base of planting and 
paving. We are assessing what salvageable materials may be 
available and of the right scale and interest for other areas of 
the open space. We feel that a clean, ucluttered base of 
planting and plaza paving would best accentuate and feature 
the singular stack.We also think that green is not contrary to 
industrial aesthetic- having a green, 'wild' character creates 
contrast with the industrial buildings and a sense of a 
found/less manicured industrial space (think of the High Line, 
or many other post-industrial spaces).In addition, we have 
heard from the community that they would prefer more green 
space and not as much open paved area. 



22 Planning 8-Feb
PDF pages 17-19, 
Stack Garden and 
Plaza

Locating stormwater management/infiltration infrastructure here is interesting and could provide a good 
environmental/site history interpretive opportunity, but it feels like a missed opportunity to use such a 
large piece of waterfront real estate for stormwater infrastructure that is non-occupyable. This should 
first be a space for people while allowing for stormwater management into a more active program (or are 
there other location(s) on the site to direct stormwater flow?). This will be one of the site's major 
destinations and being around it will be special. This should be a civic and monumental open space 
moment-- the only one left in the plan currently other than perhaps a spot on the waterfront (turbine 
plaza maybe?). We do not think walkways through a garden are the right design direction. 

Given the historic use of the Stack and Unit 3, this plaza should be designed with the industrial aesthetic 
that maintains the industrial setting of this historical resource. Planting should be used strategically, not 
occupying nearly the entire plaza.

If the stack is inhabitable, it will presumably be closed at certain hours. During those times, people should 
be able to walk completely around the stack to the other side of the garden--currently the path appears 
too narrow to walk. 

The orientation of the western access pathway seems odd--should either point toward the central open 
space (preferred?) or 23rd Street.

Design for this area will consider ways to increase physical 
access the area around the stack. Stormwater gardens will feel 
like regular planted areas - not necessarily infrastructure. We 
have atttempted to balance paved plaza with planting to best 
accentuate the stack. Design allows circulation around the 
stack. Design team will consider adjusting orientation of main 
circulation/entry points to point to 23rd or Power Station Park. 
Also see above.

23 Planning 8-Feb
PDF pages 24-27, 
Market/Event Plaza

Design for this space needs further definition. In particular, we would like to see evidence of more 
thought around how the plaza interacts with ground floor uses on either side. This space should be 
designed/thought about with a strong focus on the cross-section extending into the ground floor areas.

Revised plan added more seating and trees in this plaza. 
Further design detail will be part of future design phase when 
more detailed information on building ground floor 
architecture is available.

24 Planning 8-Feb
PDF pages 24-25, 
Market/Event Plaza

What is the concept for the large green areas directly on the waterfront at the end of Humboldt Street? 
Are they accessible to the public or just landscaped areas? Consider programming at least one area on 
the waterfront as an  informal lawn for seating, picnicking, etc.

Revised plan added a useable turf lawn area for fitness, 
picnicking, etc.

25 Planning 8-Feb
PDF Pages 31-33, 
Turbine Plaza

Design for this space needs further definition. Is there opportunity for it to be programmed on a regular 
basis for public use? Could it be a space where mechanical relics from the site are displayed and 
interpreted? Could it be a rotating outdoor sculpture/art gallery? Would like to hear more ideas for this 
space and see how the design will reflect proposed uses. 

With the glass panels, glad to hear that the default position would be open and that the space would only 
be closed for special events (presumably programmed through the hotel?--please clarify). Is there a glass 
roof also imagined for this space? Alternatively, are there other ways to close the space for special events 
without these massive glass walls? Feels over-designed and exclusive as rendered. This could also be 
monumental in its scale and experience-- a place to define the industrial past and access the vast view of 
the waterfront.

Detailed design of this space and enclosure will be part of a 
future design phase. Concept is for a transparent permanent 
architectural enclosure with a roof. Space would only be closed 
for special events programmed by the hotel.



26 Planning 8-Feb
PDF Pages 36-37, 
The Point

We like the basic concept -- natural area with picnic and informal play structures, but would consider 
how to accentuate these elements even more to make this a destination, since it's likely to be a hidden 
"dead end" for a while until Bay Trail can fully extend past the site to the south of the DHL building. So 
really going to town on the cool informal play elements as well as really thinking through how the 
ecological/natural value of the bulb can be maximized.

Consider design/aesthetics of wall/fence adjacent to DHL building (both fronting The Point and the Stack 
Plaza). 

Noted. Detailed design of elements in this space will be part of 
a future design phase.

27 Planning 8-Feb
PDF Page 42, Power 
Station Park 
Overview

Discussion at the meeting on 2/8/2018 focused on how the overall concept for this space has changed 
from early planning work. Community has asked for more active, intimate spaces as opposed to a grand 
civic space as the park was originally conceived. This change of focus makes sense given community input 
and the loss of Station A as a bookend and will help differentiate from P70 which will have a more civic  
central space.

The proportions of these spaces still feel strange--too narrow and enclosed for a civic park but too large 
and open to create a more intimate neighborhood gathering spot.  Could these spaces be broken down 
further either by pushing/pulling portions of the building facades (while maintaining same buildable area) 
or by creating a landscape design that defines more intimate gathering spaces? Furthermore, given that a 
clean visual connection between Station A and Unit 3 is no longer a priority, consider offsetting the east 
and west sides of the park in a way that breaks up the symmetry of the space. As currently designed, the 
west end is bookended unceremoniously by the side of an office building (where Station A would have 
been)--orienting the space more toward the 300' tower could provide a better western bookend to the 
space. 

These spaces still feel secluded and privatized relative to the streets. Perhaps a gesture offsetting the 
spaces as described above could help better connect these spaces visually to 23rd and Humboldt Streets 
and make them feel more public.

The spaces have wide, open connections to Delaware Street 
and Maryland Street with generous pedestrian paths at 
building faces.

28 Planning 8-Feb
PDF Page 42, Power 
Station Park 
Overview

The purpose of the canopy structure is unclear. Given the height of the buildings on the south side of the 
park, there will be a large portion of year that this may be the only sunny part of the park, so adding 
shade structures seems unnecessary.

Provide more detail on how the open space program interacts with the ground floor uses lining the park. 
What are some typical anticipated conditions? Provide cross sections through the park and the ground 
floor uses.

Canopy structure or building overhangs will not be solid or 
opaque and will allow sunlight. Purpose of canopy structure or 
architectural overhang is to provide an intermediate vertical 
scale between park and building.



29 Planning 8-Feb
PDR Pages 44-48, 
Power Station Park 
East

This intimate park now presents an odd juxtaposition with the drama of Unit 3. There needs to be some 
kind of transitional design component that recognizes the change in scale and power between hanging 
out on turf kicking a ball to wowing at a 300' historic object and a wide ocean view. 

The amount of seating makes the space feel cluttered. 

Consider utilizing natural turf instead of artificial. Please provide shadow study for Power Station Park to 
confirm non-viability of natural turf. 

Consider how to break up the symmetry of this space to take advantage of views toward Unit 3, the 
Stack, and the water.

Views will be wide open to Unit 3 and the Stack at the east end 
of the park. Views to the east can be appreciated from the field 
and from the "interactive edge" sculptural seating element. 
Updated plan removed the wood seating elements.Turf area 
can also be programmed for movie nights, used as picnic lawn, 
outdoor yoga, etc. It will not only be a soccer field.Further 
consideration will be given to the east in of the park to 
accentuate relationship to the stack and Unit 3.

30 Planning 8-Feb
PDR Page 55, Power 
Station Park West

In addition to a children's playground, consider recreational amenities that might appeal to slightly older 
youth (pre-teen/tweens) and adults (e.g. ping pong table, chess tables, etc.).

Allow program from this space to spill into Louisiana Paseo.

This location could be another opportunity to artistically integrate site history into the design and could 
include salvaged materials. 

Noted. Plan envisions potential for play table/ping pong in 
Louisiana Paseo at west end Power station park. Play features 
should appeal to cross-section of age groups.

31 Planning 8-Feb
PDR Page 63, 
Louisiana Paseo

We would like to better understand the overarching concept behind these spaces, as there is very little 
detail provided. Are they meant to be highly activated as illustrated or primarily pass-through spaces with 
some passive recreational uses (benches, tables, landscaping, etc.)? Given it's north/south orientation, 
the Louisiana portion will have significant sun exposure--this could be an opportunity to incorporate a lot 
of greening. 

What is the relationship to the ground floor uses? Based on adjacent land uses, there are distinct 
character areas to respond to (residential in the northern section just off Humboldt, office in the 
southern portion just off 23rd, a mix in the western portion off Georgia). Perhaps these emerge with 
highly distinct design ideas unified by a consistent pedestrian throughway. The southern area could be a 
more active flexible space that allows for food trucks and small events that provides plenty of seating and 
tables for employees to eat lunch. The northern area could have a more residential focus that provides 
amenities for tenants.

The idea for this paseo was originally conceived at the beginning of the design process as a bookend 
along with Station A to a civic-scaled park. Given the loss of Station A and change in direction for the park 
spaces, perhaps this space needs a fundamental re-thinking as to its purpose. Perhaps look to residential 
alley precedents for ideas.

Again, these spaces need to be considered in cross-section. The orientation of this very wide paseo 
implies it connects two important things, but it really doesn't--if it is intended to connect the larger 
neighborhood beyond to the pocket parks now found inside the blocks, then the end onto 23rd needn't 
be so open. It could be more like an L? This whole paseo could be much more informal now that it lacks a 
larger civic intent.

Plan has been revised in the direction suggested in this 
comment - to make the north end more of a residential-
associated space with planting, seating, trees and pedestrian 
walkways. The southern end is a little more open for food 
trucks, lunching, or other temporary events. We have 
increased the planted area  in the southern end as well and 
made the space somewhat more intimate. Detailed design will 
be part of a future phase design. 



32 Planning 8-Feb
PDR Page 72, Block 
9 Alternate without 
Unit 3

Significant consideration needed to define program on waterfront open space. Consider a program with a 
significant civic component (e.g. a waterfront performance space). 

The space should be thought of as a single open space unit with the Stack Garden. 

Consider stepping back the southeast corner of the building on Block 9 to reveal a wider waterfront view.

Revised the concept for block 9 alternate to show a plaza space 
at Unit 3 if Unit 3 is not retained. Plaza could be programmed 
for art or performance.
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